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TH£ JOHN MUIR
NEWSLETTER

RADICAL TRANSCENDENTALISM:
Emerson, Muir and the Experience of Nature
by James Brannon
Palo Alto Center for Science and the Humanities, Palo Alto, CA ©2006
he uniquely American Transcendentalist School
which formed in Harvard-influenced 1830's
Cambridge brought a New Idea regarding man, spirit,
and nature to a young country struggling to find its own
voice. As its chief proponent, Ralph Waldo Emerson
conveyed a philosophy that was considered radical in its
time. The young John Muir, raised in an environment of
harsh Puritan sensibilities and Christian dogma, took
strongly to the Transcendental ideas as he was introduced
to them at the University of Wisconsin. Much of his
writing has a clear Emersonian ring to it which underscores
his indebtedness to the sage from Concord. But his vision
of Transcendentalism grew to be very unlike that of
Emerson or any other of the New England group. For Muir,
Transcendentalism was an experience of spirituality given
meaning by direct physical immersion in nature particularly her alpine areas. In contrast, Emerson's
experience of nature was typified by sight and vision
modified by a very active and keen cerebral insight.
Emerson as the "transparent eyeball" became symbolic for
the way he experienced the world. How these two men
encountered their Transcendentalist lives could not have
been more different - in fact radically different. When they
finally met in Yosemite in 1871, their pleasant visit belied

the differing forces which compelled their thoughts and
actions. The young Muir could only conclude that
Emerson's ideas of nature began and ended in an abstract
metaphysical realm which was frustratingly insufficient to
satisfy Muir's spiritual yearnings.
Ralph Waldo Emerson was publicly known throughout
mid-nineteenth century New England as a radical conveyor
of a European Romantic-derived philosophy.
Transcendentalism was a uniquely American form of
Kantian Idealism which imbued the world with congruence
between a higher realm of spiritual truth and a lower one of
material substance. Compared to many of his
Transcendentalist colleagues- Bronson Alcott, George
Ripley, Margaret Fuller, and Henry David Thoreau Emerson looked mildly conservative. But in tum, most of
these people would comparatively pale next to a very
physical spiritualist who would, by the close of the
nineteenth century, perhaps become the most radical
Transcendentalist of them all- John Muir.
While attending the University of Wisconsin in the
1860's, Muir came under the influence of several
transplanted New-Englanders who were versed not only in
the novel American Romanticism of Emerson, but who also
(Continued on page 4)
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Saturday, June 24- David Blackburn, Chief of
Interpretation, John Muir National Histotic Site, Martinez,

2006 Birthday/Earth Day- Big Success!

8:00PM, John Muir At Home

The annual celebration of John Muir's birthday and Earth
Day Festival at the John Muir Historical Site in Martinez
was a tremendous success. Over 900 people participated the largest attendance ever!

*Sunday, June 25- OPEN HOUSE 7:00-9:00 PM
Friday, June 30- Keith Martin, Sierra Club Outings
Leader, 8:00PM, Adventures in Yosemite Wilderness:
Summer & Winter, Matterhorn & Spiller Canyons, Badger

*********************************************

Pass to Ostrander Hut, ,Buena Vista Peak & Dewey Point

Summer 2006 summer programs
at LeConte Memorial Lodge
The LeConte Memorial Lodge in Yosemite Valley, a
National Historic Landmark, was built by the Sierra Club in
1903-04. The unique structure honors eminent University
of California geologist Joseph LeConte, an early Director of
the Sierra Club who died in the Valley in 1901. The Sierra
Club provided the Valley's first public information center,
first at a small cottage in the old Yosemite Village, and then
at the LeConte Memorial Lodge. The Sierra Club has
operated the rough hewn granite and wood Tudor-style as
a public Memorial since 1904 presenting and promoting the
conservation ethic through public programs, educational
displays and a library.
About 15,000 visitors per year enjoy this important
historical structure due to the efforts of the Sierra Club. For
100 years, a Curator and Sierra Club volunteers have
served as summer caretakers providing information to
National Park visitors about Yosemite, the Sierra Nevada,
and the National Park Idea.
A library collection includes books on the natural and
human history of Yosemite and the Sierra Nevada; books
by and about Yosemite luminaries like John Muir, Ansel
Adams, David Brower; children's nature literature, and
Sierra Club books, magazine, and pamphlets.
Free programs on natural history, outdoor adventure
and conservation issues are presented several evenings
each week at 8 P.M., and special day programs for children
and families are scheduled throughout the summer,
including sketching and poetry workshops, storytelling,
and nature walks. These programs for summer 2006 are
listed below. All are subject to change, however, so please
call ahead to check the schedule.
*DENOTES PROGRAMS ESPECIALLY FOR CHILDREN
&FAMILIES

JULY2006
*Saturday, July 1- David Bengston, Director, Yosemite
Mountaineering School, 8:00PM, Climbing Yosemite
Walls: Demonstration & Slide Program
*Sunday, July 2- OPEN HOUSE 7:00-9:00 PM
Friday, July 7- Professor Richard Wiebe, Fresno Pacific
University, 8:00PM, Words From the Wild!!
*Saturday, July 8- Lee Terkelsen, Nature Photographer &
Videographer, 8:00PM, Along the John Muir Trail: A
Narrated Hiking Video
Sunday, July 9- Ron Good, Executive Director, Restore
Hetch Hetchy, 8:00PM, Retch HetchyValley: Yosemite's
Lost Twin
Friday, July 14- Sam Roberts, Nature Photographer, 8:00
PM, Mountains & The Spirit of Adventure: A Narrated
Slide Program

(Continued on page 10)
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Sunday, June 18- Bill Carroll, Yosemite Postmaster, 8:00
PM The Mail Must Go Through! Postal Delivery in
Yosemite

This Newsletter is printed on recycled paper

Friday, June 23- Warren Cederborg, Author, 8:00PM,
Sacred Ground. The Great Myths of Yosemite: A Slide
Presentation
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themed poetry demonstrates a desire to connect to
her older brother. Although he is somewhat nurturing,
he also "obliges" and tells "all [the poetry's] faults" in
his response of April22, 1867:

BIG BROTHER OBLIGES HIS SIBLINGS
By Trish Richards
Special Collections Assistant,
Holt-Atherton Special Collections
University of the Pacific Library
The correspondences between John Muir and his
seven siblings are an endless source of information
and provide insight into his personality. John was the
third of his parents' eight children. When he was
eight years old, his mother gave birth to twin sisters,
Ann and Mary. The relationship he has with these
much younger sisters may be found in an exchange of
letters in 1867 when John is 29 and Mary is 20. Mary
wrote to John on April14, 1867:
I know teaching will be of as much benefit to me
as going to school and perhaps more, and as our
summer teacher is not much further advanced
than ourselves, I knew it would be much better
than staying at home. I should like very much to
study botany and intend to do so ere long, but
unless we had someone to help us I am afraid we
would not make much progress.

Your poetry, Mary, is good considering your
circumstances, and by reading and study in good
.J2.Q.fJrJ!. you may some day write something worth
putting away in the corner ofyour drawer to
show to your bairns, etc. I would not spend much
time in verse making, but you can scarce spend
too much time in cultivating a taste for the
beauties and sublimities of nature. Such time is
not squandered, as you say. I hope ere this you
have been on the "old gray stone" pencil in hand.
Practice pencilling more than poetry. You can
excel in the one, but not in the other. Take pains
to procure good books and do not fret about your
future. All your duty will be made plain. Keep
yourself(ree in the meantime. Consider that five
or six years at least must be devoted to the
acquisition ofknowledge.
According to the Guide and Index to the
Microform Edition of the John Muir Papers 18581957 there are about 80 letters between John and
Mary, who later marries Willis Hand. This number of
correspondence is about average betw·een John and
any ofhis other siblings. All of these letters, and their
insights, are available on microfilm worldwide. Most
have been transcribed and are available for research
at the Holt-Atherton Special Collections.

I composed these pieces last Feb. and for certain
reasons wish you to· express your opinion in your
next epistle. Tell all their faults, and oblige:
All alone I love to wander;
All alone I love to be;
All alone I love to ponder,
In the shade ofyonder tree.
Sweeter are my thoughts, and better
'Mong the birds and flowers alone.
Severed is the binding fetter
Which o'er city life is thrown.
All alone I love to wander
By the rushing river's bank;
Time thus spent I do not squander;
Time thus spent gives time to think.
All alone I love to wander,
When the earth is draped in gray;
When the birds have sunk to slumber
'
Having sung their evening lay.

Mary
and John
m about 1863. John
offered Mary some solicited advice on poetry and
knowledge in their exchange ofletters. (Fiche 231247 and 27-1493, John Muir Papers, Holt-Atherton
Special Collections, University of the Pacific Library.
Copyright 1984 Muir-Hanna Trust)

continues for eight more stanzas with fine
phrasing and pleasing rhythm. Mary's
to study botany and her attempt at nature-
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(Continued from page I)
personally knew the Concordian sage. 1 Chief among these
was Jeanne Carr, who would later pen a note to the young
Muir suggesting he travel west to Yosemite. The extent to
which he became personally familiar with Emerson's
essays, while in Wisconsin, remains unclear. Nevertheless,
the Wisconsin influence gave birth to his brand of radical
Transcendentalism - a type which compelled him to
expelience nature in a way that was completely foreign to
the New England clique.

In congruence with the above Emersonian vision,
Muir states, less elegantly, in My First Summer
in the Sierra: "When we try to pick out anything
by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in
the universe." 7 Muir's quote was perhaps
influenced by Emerson's famous quote: "Hitch
your wagon to a star." 8
Like Emerson, Muir came to understand
Transcendentalism as representing that aspect of man's
spilitual makeup which seeks to connect with a higher,
non-physical reality. But unlike Emerson, Muir knew that
this connectivity could only be achieved for him by a
direct and physical immersion in what he felt were nature's
most grand objects- the wild mountains of California .
Both men would later come to realize their diffeling
approaches, while maintaining a respectful interest in each
other. 9
Emerson's 1836 publication of Nature provided insight
into how Emerson preferred to expelience nature. In the
section entitled "Beauty," he emphasizes the eye, sight,
and vision. Indeed, in the second paragraph of that
section the term "eye" gets used many times in phrases
such as "the plastic power of the human eye," "The eye is
the best of artists," "the eye is the best composer," and
"almost all the individual forms are agreeable to the eye." 10
Emerson's literal and metapholical use of the eye and
vision underscores his preoccupation with this sometimes
passive/sometimes active organ for ascertaining the
physical world. In essence, Emerson's chief means of
interacting and expeliencing nature is through the ocular
sense. And, this mode of nature sensing was apparently
sufficient to provide all the input he required, to make, in
what is almost universally acknowledged, highly oliginal
and elegant sense of the human condition.
Emerson himself underscores this idea earlier in
Nature when he states "I become a transparent eyeball; I
am nothing; I see all." 11 Cranch 's famous 1836 illustration
of Emerson as a walking eyeball was in its day regularly
taken as humorous, but essential, Emersonianism. 12 As a
plinciple means for communing with nature, sight and
vision was apparently sufficient for Emerson - clearly not
in the Muir-like manner of a thorough, multi-sense,
immersion in nature. As Buell states in his biography,
"When Emerson exhorts scholars to commune with nature
and engage in manual labor, his real interest is invigoration
of the mind." 13
In contrasting irony to the ocular Emerson, the young
Muir almost lost his sight when a sharp file accidentally
pierced his eye. For a month he expelienced near total
blindness, and contemplated a life without sight. In time
though, his vision recovered, engendeling an epiphany as
he vowed to waste no more time getting to the western

l.

Nature as refreshing and uplifting:
Emerson, in concluding his first published
essay, Nature, states: "Build therefore your own
world . . . So fast will disagreeable appearances
. . . vanish; they are temporary and shall be no
more seen. The sordor and filths of nature, the
sun shall dry up and the wind exhale. As when
the summer comes from the south . . . so shall the
advancing spilit . .. carry with it the beauty it
visits and the song which enchants it." 2
Muir elegantly, and famously, states in Our
National Parks: "Camp out among the grass and
gentians of glacier meadows, in craggy garden
nooks full of Nature's darlings . Climb the
mountains and get their good tidings. Nature's
peace will flow into you as the sunshine into the
trees. The winds will blow their freshness into
you, and the storms their energy, while cares dill
drop off like autumn leaves." 3
2. The trees in a wind storm:
Again, Emerson from Nature: "The greatest
delight ... which the woods minister ... They
nod to me and I to them. The waving of the
boughs in the storm is new to me and old. It
takes me by surplise, and yet is not unknown. Its
effect is like that of a higher thought or a better
emotion coming over me ... ." 4
Similarly, Muir in The Mountains of
Califomia: "We all travel the milky way
together, trees and men; but it never occurred to
me until this storm-day, while swinging in the
wind, that trees are travelers, in the ordinary
sense. They make many journeys, not extensive
ones, . . . but our own little journeys .. . are only
little more than tree-wavings- many of them not
so much." 5
3. The unity of all:
Emerson from Nature: "A leaf, a drop, a crystal,
a moment of time, is related to the whole, and
partakes of the perfection of the whole. Each
particle is a microcosm, and faithfully renders the
likeness of the world." 6
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radiant heat, making a passionate ecstatic
wilderness. Said Muir, "God has to nearly kill us
pleasure-glow not explainable. One's body then
sometimes, to teach us lessons." 14
And what a lesson he learned. Upon his 1868 ani val in
seems homogeneous throughout, sound as a
crystal. 24
the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California, Muir' s
transcendental sense-of-self informed him that he had
found his home. 15 Using a descriptive language of nature
And as Muir stated more directly to Emerson, in an
1872 letter which came less than a year after he and
that many readers found new and enthralling, Muir
informed a New York Tribune audience of December 5, 1871
Emerson parted ways in Yosemite, "You cannot be content
with last year's baptism. 'Twas only a sprinkle. Come be
about "Yosemite Glaciers." 16 This first attempt to write for
publication actually revealed
immersed . . . You will lose no time,
little of the nature-as-god
nothing but civilized sins . . .
passion which burned so
Think of the soullavings and
brightly within the young Muir.
bathings you will get ... Think of
A hundred years later, Muir's
the glow of your afterlife ... Here
antics and experiences in the
are the shores of all our eternities
Sierra became the stuff of
. . . Here we may more easily see
legend: climbing a tree during a
God."25
wind storm to experience the
In pursuit of such bathings,
swaying back and forth of the
Muir often found himself
tree tops; 17 riding an avalanche
perilously close to death.
down a Yosemite canyon; 18
Whether nearly falling to his death
terrifying climbs and brutal
on
Mt. Ritter/6 or surviving an
'
19
experiences on mounts Shasta·
overnight blizzard near the top of
Rainier, and Ritter; climbing up
Mt. Shasta, 27 Muir lived
{
Yosemite's snow-laden Indian
passionately. The great Christian
Canyon in a mid-winter wind
·
apologist G.K. Chesterton once
I
storm to see snow-banners
.~ · --~ stated that "Courage is almost a
unfurled on the Sierra crest/0 · •
{j contradiction in terms. It means a
7
..., ., """"''· strong desire to live taking the
crawling to the harrowing top
......,. ,~....._-.;;...,
form of a readiness to die . . . He
edge of Yosemite Falls so he
..::;;;;;,.~~~=-e<~: must seek his life in a spirit of
could look over the precipice/ 1
climbing to see the top of the
furious indifference to it; he must
300-foot ice-cone that formed
L..· _: •. . .. • .
.
1 desire life like water and yet drink
__.. ~
,...., death like wine. 28 And so did John
around the base of Yosemite
Falls in winter; 22 and, of course,
providing an early written
t..r..2i4""'
~: ~ ~ ~~y.~:
fullest. The Transcendental nature
record (if not the first) of
~tf:.::r:::
<;;t(~""""'
"~
....,...«;
'"';::"":·
in this man was clearly not of the
observing the multi-colored and
~ -"'N-U:~ J' ...: t,/ r:..<f t.;,-r-,~- d .. J,.,_.,.:~,.,__, ,.,. :,l ··A'I"'*' ...
spectrally variegated arc he
same vintage as his less
labeled the "moonbow"
if'j,,t,i..,..,.(.Q.. f'
..A,.,..z,.~, , /<-. IJ .
adventurous Harvard-trained New
through the nocturnal mist of a
England forebears.
full-moon-illuminated Yosemite Cranch illustration of Emerson from: www.swarthmore.edu
In his essay "Walking," Henry
Falls. 23
David Thoreau speaks of
Muir not only observed
"Eastward I go only by force; but
nature, but physically and emotionally immersed himself
westward I go free ... I may say that mankind progress
within it - a baptism so to speak. Consider this piece of
from east to west . .. we go westward into the future ...
Muir-ian mysticism:
Every sunset which I witness inspires me with the desire to
go to a West as distant and as fair as that into which the
These blessed mountains are so compactly filled
sun goes down." 29 Similarly, Emerson states in
with God's beauty, no petty personal hope or
"Experience" that "I am ready to die out of nature, and be
experience has room to be . .. the whole body
born again into this new yet unapproachable America I
seems to feel beauty when exposed to it as it feels
have found in the West. 3°For all the clarity of thinking,
the campfire or sunshine, entering not by the eyes
and elegance of their wording, these gentlemen could only
alone, but equally through all one's flesh like
but dream of what Muir actually did. The irony of their

f

.

'
I

·

!
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ride with Emerson and his Boston contingent to the area
near what is now known as Wawona. Nor would Emerson
agree to sleep out under the stars and Sequoia trees as
Muir had hoped (and as Emerson had initially promised).
The next day as Emerson rode away from Muir, the
frustrated mountaineer could only declare the incident "A
sad commentary on culture and the glorious
transcendentalism." 39 They were never to see each other
again, but Emerson did send a note responding to the
several letters that Muir had written. In that missive,
Emerson retained the cultural and philosophical divide that
lay between he and Muir. The essayist wrote, "And there
are drawbacks also to solitude, who is a sublime mistress,
but an intolerable wife. So I pray you to bring to an early
close your absolute contracts with any yet unvisited
glaciers or volcanoes ... " Of course, Muir would do
nothing of the sort. As stated in John McAleer's
compendium on Emerson, "Muir's glacial-daisy-gentian
meadows ... lay forever beyond the perimeter of
Emerson's world." 40
In truth, there was no crossing the divide, or meeting
of the minds, for Emerson and Muir. In many of Emerson's
essays he pointedly refers to the difference between
Nature and nature. The more pantheistic Muir did not see
that distinction. Muir's essays often sharply contrast with
those of Emerson, with the former's expressing physical
energy, sensual experience, and a religious immersion of
the self into nature's bounty.
Emerson's essays, for all of their spiritual insight,
elegance, and presentation of the New Idea, were reserved
and did little to cajole the reader to become physically
involved in nature. In The American Scholar Emerson's
contempt for finding truth in books, and bookishness, only
ironically underscores what little desire he actually had to
live as he wrote. Perhaps Muir similarly held contempt for
finding truth in desk, pen and paper, and the lecture circuit.
Like his comments about Thoreau and Walden, 41 it was
likely that Muir drearily believed that Emerson's
appreciation of nature began and ended in abstract
metaphysics. Muir must have surely wondered how
Emerson could possibly have been serious when he stated
that "Life is not intellectual .. . but sturdy." 42 In his heart of
hearts, Muir knew that Emerson did not have sufficient
experience of the wild.

words bespeaks individuals who clearly wanted to, but did
not, take a higher step into the transcendental realm.
Emerson was not a robust individual, and could not
engage nature on the same terms with which Muir did. In
contrast, Muir's constitution was as a fearless, strong-asan-ox, mountaineer who gained energy the higher he went.
Emerson's way of experiencing nature was in many ways a
cerebral hands-off approach. His vision, his sight, was but
a limited window into the natural realm- his mind, his
intellect, his acute "cerebral-ness," being the principal
portal. His relatively sedentary lifestyle found him more
comfortable sitting at a desk with pen and paper, standing
at a podium, or sitting in an easy chair conversing with his
friends . Given his many ironic statements of the type,
"Intellectual tasting of life will not supersede muscular
activity," 31 it is not surprising that fellow Transcendentalist
Margaret Fuller sardonically quipped of Emerson: "You are
intellect, I am life."32 By modem standards, Emerson was a
sedentary observer, a car-camper, a relaxed, wine-sipping,
cigar-smoking viewer from the windows of a plush Pullman
train car. 33 In my favoritejoumal essay of Emerson's, dated
11 May, 1838, he harkens the reader to "come out of your
warm, angular house ... into the chill. 34 But metaphorically
speaking, the real Emerson did not venture out. Edward
Abbey in his famous Desert Solitaire, irreverently as ever,
addresses all people who would insultingly view Abbey's
beloved Canyonlands National Park from the comfort of
their car by stating" ... you've got to get out of the
goddamned contraption and walk, better yet crawl, on
hands and knees ... When traces ofblood begin to mark
your trail you'll see something, maybe." 35 Muir, in his
approach to experiencing a higher transcendental realm,
understood this. Emerson did not- or would not, or could
not. Perhaps he understood his way as sufficient? It is no
wonder that Mary Oliver, in her introduction to The
Essential Writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson, states that
"All his wildness was in his head- such a good place for
it!"36
The only time Emerson and Muir met was in May of
1871 in Yosemite. 37 At that time, the aged Emerson was
more than twice as old as his young protege. Muir was to
find out that Emerson was more the philosopher of nature
than the participant. It is common day lore that the treeswinging, mountain climbing Muir carried a copy of
Emerson's prose works with him in his travels. But it is
wrong to assume that this implied full intellectual
agreement between the two. Muir's copy contained an
abundance of hand-written marginal notes, many of which
were critical of Emerson's thinking.38 Nevertheless, the
enthusiastic Muir was ecstatic that the famous essayist
would come to Yosemite. In the several days which they
spent together, Muir repeatedly tried to convince Emerson
to join him in wanderings among the high peaks and
meadows. But all he obtained was a twenty-five mile horse
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www .nationalcenter .org/Emerson. gif

[Editor's Note: John Muir's World Tour will
resume in the next issue]
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on Muir's years in
Meaford, Ontario
while Dr. Bonnie
and Stephen Joseph
presented
a multiThe 56th California History Institute was held at
media
show
on Muir's
Pacific from March 30 through April 1 and attracted
botanical
specimens,
more than 250 registrants. Students in the "John
which they have
Muir's World" class were joined by Muir enthusiasts
inventoried,
and scholars for a tour of
photographed and are
John Muir National Historic
about to publish
Site on March 30. At Muir's
through
Heyday
home in Martinez, Ross and
Books
of
Berkeley.
Gladys Hanna provided
Graham White of
Scott Cameron.
perspective on Muir-Hanna
Coldstream, Scotland,
Photo courtesy of Graham White
family history as the group
gave insight on Muir's
toured Muir's house and.the
Ross & Gladys Hanna.
return to Scotland in 1893, followed by a luncheon
Photo courtesy of Graham
family cemetery.
keynote by California Quarter concept designer
White
Highlights of the
Garrett Burke of Los Angeles, who updated all on
conference on campus
how
the Muir quarter has gone global among
included an energetic summary of the Old World
collectors.
roots of Muir's global education by Dr. Barbara
. Pape~s on Mu~r's World Tour of 1903-1904 by
Mossberg of California State, Monterey Bay.
Mtkko
Satkku ofFmland and John Muir Education
Officers from Muir's birthplace in Dunbar, Scotland
Committee
Chair, Harold Wood, filled in gaps
provided insight on renovations at the John Muir
concem~ng
th~
Finnish, Russian and East Indian legs
Birthplace interpretive house and on the influence of
of
the
tnp.
Mtchael
Branch provided a synopsis of
poet Robert Bums on Muir. Provost Philip Gilbertson
the "Final Trip" of 1911-1912 to South America and
accepted a replica of the heraldic shield of Dunbar,
Africa.
Ron Eber connected Muir to many other
presented to the University by citizens of Dunbar.
conservationists
during Muir's time and after. The
Historian Robert Righter provided a luncheon keynote
finale
was
a
conversation
with Muir
on "Retch Hetchy in International Perspective"
actor/impersonator
Lee Stetson
and Bruce Hamilton, National Conservation
of
Yosemite.
Stetson
explained
Director of the Sierra Club summarized cmTetlt
how
he
became
interested
in
Club initiatives that Muir would likely have
doing
Muir,
his
techniques
over
supported.
the
years,
and
his
favorite
skits,
The afternoon was devoted to an art
including examples from various
exhibition on "John Muir, William Keith, and
shows.
Joseph LeConte," introduced and moderated
The conference attracted a
curator Steve Pauly. A reception sponsored by
record
number of students for
Steve and Patti Pauly and Bill and Claudia
the
first
time in many years,
Hanna, owners of the Muir-Hanna Winery of
ranging from high school
Napa, followed. Thirteen original Keith
Ron
Eber
&
Robert
Righter.
through graduate level. It also
paintings were displayed in Grace Covell Hall
Photo
courtesy
of
Graham
White
brought
together Muir-Hannaon campus, several loaned to Pacific for the
Funk
-Gaines-Flynn
descendants
event by Hearst Art Gallery, Saint Mary's
of
Muir
and
a
number
of
authors
and
publishers,
who
College in Moraga, as well as Hanna and LeConte
book
signing
and
reception.
The
gathered
for
a
final
family members. Documents from Holt-Atherton
recently released John Muir: Family, Friends, and
Special Collections, selected by Director Shan Sutton
edited by Sally Smith and Daryl
Adventures,
and Archivist Michael Wurtz, gave conference
Morrison
from
the 2001 John Muir Conference was
attendees a sense of the breadth and wealth of
especially
popular
and is still available in cloth through
Pacific's "John Muir Papers."
University
of
New
Mexico Press.
Saturday's highlights included new

John Muir in Global Perspective
Conference Held at Pacific

interpretations of Muir's global importance.
Canadians Scott Cameron and Ron Knight focused
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New John Muir Book
RECONNECTING WITH JOHN MUIR
Essays in Post-Pastoral Practice
By Terry Gifford
Advancing for the first time the concept of
"post-pastoral practice," Reconnecting with John
Muir springs from Terry Gifford's understanding of
the great naturalist as an exemplar of integrated,
environmentally conscious knowing and writing. Just
as the discourses of science and the arts were closer
in Muir's day- in part, arguably, because of Muir- it
is time we learned from ecology to recognize how
integrated our own lives are as readers, students,
scholars, teachers, and writers.
When we defy the institutional separations,
purposely straying from narrow career tracks, the
activities of reading, scholarship, teaching, and writing
can inform each other in a holistic "post-pastoral"
professional practice. Healing the separations of
culture and nature represents the next way forward
from the curr~nt crossroads in the now established
field of ecocriticism.
The mountain environment provides a common
ground for the diverse modes of engagement and
mediation Gifford discusses. By attempting to
understand the meaning of Muir's assertion that
"going to the mountains is going home," Gifford points
us toward a practice of integrated reading,
scholarship, teaching, and writing that is adequate to
our environmental crisis.
Terry Gifford is a former Reader in Literature
and Environment at the University of Leeds. He is
the author of Green Voices and Pastoral. He has
also edited the complete works of John Muir.
Reconnecting with John Muir is published by the
University of Georgia Press. ISBN 0-8203-2796-4,
$39.95. For more information, contact University of
Georgia Press, 330 Research Drive, Athens, Georgia
30602-4901, Tel. (706) 369-6130 or visit online at
www.ugapress.org.
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"Reconnecting with John Muir is a fascinating look
at the discourses of environment from the perspective
of a British teacher, critic, mountaineer, and poet.
Terry Gifford's Muir is more interesting and varied
than the Muir Americans have been creating:
Gifford's Muir is a Scot, writing in the context of a
British tradition of aesthetics and mountaineering." Michael P. Cohen, author of The Pathless Way:
John Muir and American Wilderness

"This timely, wise, consistently insightful book by one
of Britain's leading ecocritics is an indispensable
study of John Muir, but also much more than that. It
unfolds more fully than ever before Gifford's
important theory of the 'post-pastoral,' perceptively
engaging a wide range of environmental writers. The
form of the book's argument is itself highly
instructive. Gifford offers a strongly argued
assessment and example of the principles of what has
come to be called 'narrative scholarship,' the
interweave of creative practice, critical writing,
pedagogy, and in-field experience that characterizes
some of the most innovative work in the field today.
Gifford's transatlantic perspective is additionally
illuminating. Altogether, anyone with a serious
interest in the fast-burgeoning and now-worldwide
'green' tum in literary studies, and in why it is much
more consequential than a mere school of literary
criticism, will find much to admire in Gifford's
penetrating, wide-ranging, but highly accessible
account." - Lawrence Buell, author of The Future
of Environmental Criticism
"Who better than Terry Gifford to help us reconnect
with John Muir? Like Muir, he is a mountaineer, an
ardent environmentalist, a lover of the natural
landscape, and a venturesome writer- a nature poet.
His laudable ambition, in Reconnecting with John
Muir, is to define and exemplify the new mode -he
calls it 'post-pastoral' - that is emerging at the
confluence of two sets of venerable literary
conventions: those of nature writing and the pastoral.
My favorite example of what Gifford calls 'postpastoral practice' is his own imaginative, down-toearth chapter on teaching literature in the service of
environmental awareness. It is filled with
wonderfully fresh, practical ideas about helping
students connect their literary and firsthand
experience of the natural world."- Leo Marx,
Professor Emeritus of Science and Technology at
MIT.

(Continued from page 2)
Saturday, July 15- Karen Fischer, White-Water Expert,

Songs-Sing Along

8:00PM, Rafting & Kayaking on Western Rivers

YOUR STORIES ABOUT YOSEMITE AT THE POLY-

Sunday, July 16- Sam Roberts, Nature Photographer, 8:00

PODIUM 7:30-8:30 PM

*Sunday, August 13- KID'S NIGHT!!! COME AND TELL

PM, History of Climbing in the Sierra

*Friday, August 18- Jack Muir Laws, Artist & Naturalist,

*Friday, July 21- KID'S NIGHT!!! COME & TELL YOUR

Field Sketching: Birds & Plants 10:00 AM -12:00 NOON

STORIES ABOUT YOSEMITE AT THE POLY-PODIUM!!!

(MEET AT LECONTE MEMORIAL LODGE) (LIMITED TO

7:30-8:30 PM
Saturday, July 22- Joe Morris, Sierra Club Outings

TWENTY PEOPLE)

Leader, 8:00PM, John Muir's Yosemite: A Slide

Landscapes 2:00-4:00 PM (MEET AT LECONTE

Presentation
Sunday, July 23- Jack Hoeflich, Yosemite National Park

MEMORIAL LODGE) (LIMITED TO TWENTY PEOPLE)

Search & Rescue Ranger, 8:00PM, **A Day in the Life of

Birds of Yosemite: Get Ready to Look & Sketch on

*Friday, August 18- Jack Muir Laws, Field Sketching:

*Friday, August 18- Jack Muir Laws, 8:00PM, Drawing

Search & Rescue in Yosemite **Material may not be

Saturday Morning!! PROGRAM OPEN TO ALL VISITORS

suitable for young children

TO EVENING PROGRAM (PROGRAM LIMITED TO
SIXTY PEOPLE)

*Friday, July 28- KID'S NIGHT!!! COME & TELL YOUR
STORIES ABOUT YOSEMITE AT THE POLY-PODIUM!!!

*Saturday, August 19- Jack Muir Laws, Field Sketching:

7:30-8:30 PM

Birds & Plants 10:00 AM -12:00 NOON (MEET AT

*Saturday, July 29- OPEN HOUSE 7:00-9:00 PM

LECONTE MEMORIAL LODGE) (LIMITED TO TWENTY

*Sunday, July 30- Sandi Morey, Singer & Musician, 8:00

PEOPLE)

PM, Nature Songs For Night Time: Sing Along

*Saturday, August 19- Jack Muir Laws, Field Sketching:
Landscapes 2:00-4:00 PM (MEET AT LECONTE
MEMORIAL LODGE) (LIMITED TO TWENTY PEOPLE)

AUGUST2006

*Saturday,CAugust 19 - Jack Muir Laws, 8:00PM, Sierra
*Friday, August 4- Kimberly Cunningham-Summerfield &

Nature: Painting A New Guide to the Flora & Fauna of

Ben Cunningham-Summerfield, Yosemite National Park

Yosemite

Interpretive Rangers, 8:00 PM, American Indian

*Sunday, August 20- Jack Muir Laws, Field Sketching:

Storytelling & Flute

Birds & Plants 10:00 AM -12:00 NOON (MEET AT

*Saturday, August 5- David Bengston, Director, Yosemite

LECONTE MEMORIAL LODGE) (LIMITED TO TWENTY

Mountaineering School, 8:00PM, Climbing Yosemite

PEOPLE)

Walls: A Demonstration & Slide Presentation

*Sunday, August 20- Jack Muir Laws, Field Sketching:

Sunday, August 6- John Olmsted, Plant Ecologist &

Landscapes 2:00-4:00 PM (MEET AT LECONTE

Environmentalist, 8:00PM, PARADISE LESS PAVED: The

MEMORIAL LODGE) (LIMITED TO TWENTY PEOPLE)

Autobiography of an Environmentalist

Sunday, August 20- Peter & Donna Thomas, Book Artists

*Friday, August 11 - 10:30-11 :30 am Bill Oliver, Mr.

8:00PM, Re-Walking John Muir's 1868 Trip From San

Habitat--Nature's Musician WILD NATURE! KID'S

Francisco to Yosemite

SHOW!!!

*Friday, August 25 - OPEN HOUSE 7:00-9:00 PM

*Friday, August 11- Bill Oliver, Mr. Habitat--Nature's

*Saturday, August 26 - Lee Terkelsen, Nature

Musician, 8:00PM, Wild Musical Gala: Stickeen & Other

Photographer & Videographer, 8:00PM, Across the Range:

Songs- Sing Along

Hike from Sequoia to Mt. Whitney- Narrated Video

*Saturday, August 12- I 0:30-11:30 am Bill Oliver, Mr.

Sunday, August 27- Jack Hoeflich, Yosemite National

Habitat--Nature's Musician, 8:00PM, WILD NATURE!

Park Search & Rescue Ranger, 8:00 PM **A Day in the Life

KID'S SHOW!!!

of Search & Rescue in Yosemite **May not be suitable for

*Saturday, August 12 - Bill Oliver, Mr. Habitat--Nature's

young children

Musician, 8:00PM, Wild Musical Gala: Stickeen & Other
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Don't Fence Me In: Poems of the American West
By Richard F. Fleck. Baltimore. PublishAmerica Press, 2005.
Reviewed by Corey Lewis
Humboldt State University
Lovers of the American West will discover that Richard F.
Fleck's Don't Fence Me In: Poems of the American West is as
wonderfully expansive as the western sky and as poignantly
nostalgic as the smell of sage smoke. A westerner himself, Fleck
accurately captures both the people and the places that make this
diverse region so unique-carving canyons with his prose, and
soaring over wide prairies and icy peaks in his poems. As a
westerner and mid-westerner myself, with ranching and farming
family scattered throughout the inter-mountain and Midwest,
Fleck's poems transported me back to the prairies of Kansas and
Nebraska, the mountains of Wyoming, Colorado and California,
and the deserts of Nevada, Arizona, and Utah. As the title
suggests, Don't Fence Me In is a wide ranging collection; Whether
moving from "Summer Storm on the Great Plains" to the "Wind
of Wyoming," or from "Rocky Mountain Snow Banners" to
"Saguaro Noon," this collection covers it all.
Like John Muir, Richard Fleck clearly loves the West, and
writes to both preserve and celebrate its unique and wild
character. In "Sundown Show" he vividly recounts watching a
sunset as it paints stunning yet ever-changing pictures with light
on the landscape. Fleck writes, "First my spruce tree's cones I
and then the catkin's on my birch I brighten like heads of
comets ... then my neighbor's pine tree I explodes in resinous
yellow." In "Saguaro Noon" Fleck's celebration of the natural
world becomes a warning that we need to begin listening to and
respecting the non-human world. He describes saguaro cacti
"rising from I the desert floor I like awakening giants" and
concludes that they stand as testimony to the spirit of the natural
world which is "waiting, waiting I for humankind I to stop and
listen."
While Fleck's love for the West extends well beyond
Muir's glacial peaks and montaine forests, he pays homage to the
elder westerner in several poems in this collection. In "Dewy
Revelation" for example, Fleck capture's the wonder Muir must
have felt on that historic day when "the icy slopes of high mount
I Shasta turned upside down through I a pocket lens within I a
shiny drop of dew." Similarly, the poem "On Renewing Muir's
Dream'' takes readers with Fleck on a hike up the flooded Hetch
Hetchy Valley. As he gazes upon the reservoir's waters, Fleck
writes "the dreams of Indians and John Muir I and glacially
polished cliffs I with sugar pines and mountain paint, I and
kitkidizie were all drowned." And yet, he finds some hope as he
ponders the future and concludes "the Scotsman I dreamed of
saving and we dream of I draining if only we can find a way."
Don't Fence Me In promises to take readers to the
landscapes that they love and to start them singing in celebration
along with Fleck as he recalls the special places and experiences
that make the American West unique. The opening poem of the
collection, "A Buffalo Commons," does just this; Here Fleck
begins by tracing the "green fingers of prairie astride the I Platte"
that stretch west from Kearney Nebraska and move on into
Wyoming. As he describes the landscape-"So wide and
immense is the prairie at I Sidney you 'd think it was Mars with
yucca"- Fleck places readers in the region itself, until the poem,
but not the prairie, ends "And now your spirit is miles ahead I
Gallivanting like and ancient buffalo in I bright and clear and
endless freedom."

Costs are a problem everywhere, especially in academia today.
We can only continue publishing and distributing this modest
newsletter through support from our readers. By becoming a
member of the John Muir Center, you will be assured of
receiving the Newsletter for a full year. You will also be kept on
our mailing list to receive information on the California History
Institute and other events and opportunities sponsored by the
John Muir Center.
Please join us by completing the following form and returning it,
along with a $15 check made payable to The John Muir Center
for Environmental Studies, University of the Pacific, 3601
Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA 95211.

,------------- - ---- -- - - -------------------------~
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es, I wa11t to joi11 the Jolt11 Muir Ce11ter a11d
o11ti11ue to receive the Joh11 Muir Newsletter.
:
E11closed is $15 for a Olle-year-membersllip. Use this I
form to re11ew your curre11t membership. Outside U.S.A. add:
$4.00 for postage.

Name .... ............ ................................... ............... .............. ..... ..
Institution/Affiliation ..... .. ... ......... .... ....... .. ... .. .. ... .... ... ... .. ........ .
Mailing address & zip code.. .. .. ....................... ......... .. ... .......... .
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Holt-Atherton Library
University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED
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